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N6071 Firmware Release Notes 
 

Version: V1.12.0 STD-1  

Release Date: 2014/07/24 

 

※In order to enhance better compatibility with 3S camera. Please upgrade the 

Camfinder to version 1.5 after updating this camera firmware. 

Camfinder V1.5 → download link 

 

Added: 

1. Add support for IE 11. 

2. Add GOP value 3 for video codec setting. 

3. Add Date Format selection for OSD setting (YYYY/MM/DD, MM/DD/YYYY, 

DD/MM/YYYY). 

 

Fixed: 

1. Fix Tour bug which will waiting extra time for each empty preset setting. 

2. Fix Alarm output duration bug with Milestone using ONVIF. 

3. Fix RTSP pause command issue which may cause streaming disconnect. 

4. Fix flicker setting to 50 for PAL. 

 

Update: 

1. Update ActiveX to fix Snapshot crash issue. 

2. Update ActiveX which will prevent Focus Assist value lost when using digital Zoom. 

 

  

http://www.3svision.com.tw/upload/3svision/Download/20131226-164358_Download_27_1.rar
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Version: V1.11 STD-1  

Release Date: 2013/11/19 

 

Added: 

1. ONVIF Profile S Support 

2. IE 10 Support 

3. Add camera log messages when using CamFinder to update network setting. 

4. Add SNMP protocol. 

 

Fixed: 

1. Fix “number of current viewers” bug of abnormal counting in IE10 

2. Fix Recording List bug of file missing for some condition. 

3. Fix Time Zone bug which some Time Zone options are invalid  

4. No images on the page of motion detection when using DDNS function. 

5. Fix the bug of error message pop up on the live view page when adjusting the image 

brightness 

6. Fix the detection bug in IE10, which there is no flickering for detected line or area when the 

event is triggered 

7. The fixed IP will be changed to DHCP after updating the firmware. 

 

Modified: 

1. Update ActiveX to 1.2.5 

2. Pelco-P & Pelco-D ptz driver updated for some PTZ Dome 

3. Improve SD Card recording function which may stop working for some condition 

4. Multicast performance improved 

 

Known bug: 

1. Not support IE11 yet 

2. IE will be crash when using Alarm Snapshot function in live view page 
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Version: V1.10 STD-1  

Release Date: 2013/04/10 

 

Fixed: 

 Fix ONVIF setting bug for Milestone 

 Fix UDP connection bug for some third party software which may disconnect in 20 

seconds due to no RTCP reply 

 Fix some translation bugs for web page 

 Fix the setting of Brightness which can adjust to exceed the maximum value  

 SD card cannot be formatted when triggering event  

 Cannot record to SD card in a period of days by event when triggering the motion 

detection 

 The page of event setting, saved abnormally while the mail title is blank 

 Fix the PPPOE function which cannot dial automatically when the camera reboot 

 

Version: V1.09 STD-1  

Release Date: 2012/06/21 

 

Add: 

 Support ONVIF 1.02.4.3 Test tools. 

 Add Traditional Chinese for OSD setting.  

Modified: 

 Update Motion Detection and Tamper Detection setting page which can show a blink 

window when specified window event been triggered. 

Fixed: 

 Fix critical camera bug which will usually lead to disconnect when using for a period of 

time. 

 Fix Recording List bug which SD card cannot correctly playback in specified file. 

 Fix camera ftp server bug which cannot connect SD card in unusual situation or some 

settings. 

 Fix some improper language translation (Especially for France). 

 Fix bug which system will reboot if streaming reconnect very often. 

 Fix bug for ONVIF which cannot search by iNEX. 

 Fix Live View bug which video will disappear if click on ActiveX when page loading. 

 Fix default FPS error for Milestone with ONVIF. 
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Version: V1.08 STD-1 

Release Date: 2011/11/15 

 
 
 

Added: 

  Increase lower bitrate range to provide a smaller bitrate 

 

Modified: 

  Change default value for Motion Detection which will be enabled when startup 

  Change default value for sub stream from 30FPS/1M to 10FPS/256K 

Fixed: 
 
 

  Fix ONVIF bug which will reboot when DHCP failed 

  Fix Alarm bug which will failed sometimes (ex: Reset to Default)  

 

 

 


